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• функції Google Word. On the word page, the brochure with our full line of products here. To order hard copies of any of our product brochures, please complete a Literature Application Form. Press Center Challenger Lifts and all of our associated brand logos are the intellectual property of Challenger Lifts, Inc.,
Louisville, KY. Constant and adequate use is key to ensuring the continued success of all our customers. Download Challenger Logo Full Color: eps ? Jpg? png Download Challenger Logo Black: eps ? Jpg? png Download Challenger Logo Reverse: eps ? Jpg? Png For the Challenger brand to be powerful, it needs to be
applied consistently so that anyone who sees our brand knows who we are and what we stand for. These guidelines aim to help you consistently represent our brand. Challenger Brand Standards To find a current manual, go to the elevation model page and click Download Current Manual. If you are requesting a manual
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key to ensuring the continued success of all our customers. Download Challenger Logo Full Color: eps ? Jpg? png Download Challenger Logo Black: eps ? Jpg? png Download Challenger Logo Reverse: eps ? Jpg? Png For the Challenger brand to be powerful, it needs to be applied consistently so that anyone who sees
our brand knows who we are and what we stand for. These guidelines aim to help you consistently represent our brand. Challenger Brand Standards To find a current manual, go to the elevation model page and click Download Current Manual. If you are requesting a manual for an older elevator, please fill out the form
below: © 2020 Challenger Lifts . 2311 South Park Road (South Park Road) Louisville, KY 40219 800-648-5438 Challenger adds industry-leading Versymmetric technology® to the 10,000-pound increase and 2 popular economy poles, the LE10. Expand your service capabilities with the VLE10's ability to lift a wide range
of vehicles, including Forbes' 2020 20 best-selling vehicles. ALI/ETL certification. Download the VLE10 product brochure Download the current VLE10 Versimetric 3-stage manual® front arms and 2-stage rear arms provide a wide arm sweep for asymmetrical and symmetrical lift in the same service bay. The standard
height of 11,875 fits service bays with a ceiling height of 12'. Double telescopic screw pads with rubber foot pad. The padded top closure system prevents damage to the vehicle. The single-point mechanical lock release system without shirt pulley that was previously exclusive to our CL series elevators is now standard on
the VLE10. Rubber door guards protect the vehicle from door damage. Premium powder coating finish provides long-lasting durability. Plated arm constraints and arm pins inhibit rust and provide long-lasting durability. Lifting Capacity10,000 lbs Lift ConfigurationSymmetric and Asymmetric Arm Configuration3-Stage
Versymmetric® Front/2-Stage Rear Max Load Per Arm2500 lbs Rise Height (screw pads at highest position)74.75 Overall HeightStandard: 143,875 Extended Height: 167,875 Overall Width131.625 Drive-Thru98.375 Floor to Overhead SwitchStandard: 137 Extended Height: 161 Front Arm Reach22.3125-39.375 Rear
Arm Reach38.375-55.375 Screw Pad Height4.25-6.75 Columns110.25 Motor/Voltage2HP, 208v-230v, 60Hz, 1Ph Rise Time44s Ceiling Height RequiredStandard: 12' Extended Height 14' Footpad Accessories Part No. Description B2280PR 10300 Wide Frame Foot System Pair of Luxury Car Adapters 10313 Pair 6 inch
Battery Adapter Extensions 10315 Battery Adapter Kit - Includes (4) 3 in. Battery Extensions, (2) 6 in. Stack Extensions &amp; (2) Rack Organizers with 10316 Organizer Hardware Rack for B2260 Battery Adapter Extensions Round Rubber Style Double Screw Pad Assembly. For use in 10k elevators and 2 poles 2,500 lb
capacity per pad. Productivity Accessories Part No. Description B10264A electrical/air workstation with filter/lubricator/regulator B99700 Tire Tool Manager Work Station with filter/lubricator/regulator TR-07 Turf Rail Quick Change Attachment Power Updates Part No. Description 3PH217 Power Unit Upgrade to 3 Phases
- 208V 3PH239 Power Unit Upgrade to 3 Phases - 230V 3PH469 Power Unit Upgrade to 3 Phases - 460V © 2020 Challenger Lifts ? 2311 South Park Road (South Park Road) Louisville, KY 40219 800-648-5438 Serving customers since 1996(800) 229-6218 For most orders - Free Shipping Shop by Challenger Lifts
VLE10 Two Post Vehicle Lift adds industry-leading Versimetric® technology to the Grade 2 elevator of the popular economy, the LE10, providing technicians with the versatility to lift vehicles both symmetrically and asymmetrically within the same service bay. Expand your service capabilities with the VLE10's ability to lift
a wide range of vehicles, including Forbes' 2020 20 best-selling vehicles. Challenger's Versymmetric® technology, with 3-stage offset front arm design, enables safe symmetrical truck lifting or asymmetric lifting of other small vehicles within the same service bay. Direct point technology™, created by Versymmetric®
travel arms, saves you time in detecting a short wheelbase vehicle by eliminating the need to fight with tires. With dual telescopic screw pads, durable powder coating finish, restrictions and plated arm pins and many other attractive features, the VLE10 two-pole lift will adapt to the rigorous demands of a full-service
installation and give room to grow at its competitive price. Available in red and blue only. The 3-stage® versimetric front arms safely lift both symmetrically and asymmetrically within the same service bay maximizing service capabilities and the revenue potential 11' 11-7/8 standard height fits the service bay with 12'
ceiling height Optional column height extensions of 2' to accommodate Higher profile vehicles Double Telescoping Screw pads adjust to multiple heights minimizing the need for adapters Rubber foot pads minimize stress for vehicles with delicate lower layers The padded top closure system prevents vehicle damage The
single-point mechanical lock release system allows the technician to disconnect both columns simultaneously Rubber door protectors protect the vehicle from Door The Premium Dust Layer Finish provides long-lasting durability, plated arm constraints and arm pins inhibit rust and provide long-lasting durability of the
safety lock release system – with improved performance and reduced maintenance. Safety release cables will be pre-mounted inside a protected plastic liner, which guides the cable, eliminating the need to route on pulleys. With this system, the cable end connection points are easier to assemble and adjust. Car LiftEs
innovation leader sets out It rises apart from the rest of the car elevator industry. Innovation is at the heart of major technological advances such as the revolutionary Versimetric® automotive lifts, the industry's first 3-stage front and rear arm 12,000lb 2 post lift (lift anything from a small sedon to a Heavy-Duty Truck! The
full line of automotive elevators and automotive elevator accessories are inspired solutions that create greater store efficiency and increased revenue potential. We specialize in the design, manufacture and distribution of two automatic post elevators, four pole elevators, ground car elevators, mobile column elevators,
short and medium height car elevators. Challenger elevators meet stringent industry standards and are labeled gold by the ANSI Accredited ALI Certification Program. As an active member of the automotive lift institute (ALI) board of directors, we promote high-quality product standards and the safe design, construction
and use of vehicle lifts. From design to manufacturing, we pride ourselves on ensuring quality at every stage of our elevator production. So, you want the best? Of course! That's why you're looking at a challenger elevator right now. You know Challenger. They've been a lot longer than a vast majority of all those other
lower car elevator manufacturers out there. And you can tell. Nobody makes them better. When it comes to its two pole lifts, its CL10 series elevators are the pride of the industry. They boast features that other competitors want to be able to offer. In addition, many models are also manufactured in the U.S. Contact us for
more information. When these other manufacturers claim that they are as good as, or the same as a Challenger, don't believe them. There's a reason they have a long-term list of satisfied customers. The cylinders are premium and offer ultra-smooth functionality, and will not start leaking a day after the warranty expires.
They were the first manufacturer to offer three-stage arms in their two top post lift models, and most models are ALI certified. Many two-pole models offer the innovative Versimetric feature invented by Challenger in 1992 that allows you to adjust the vehicle forward or backward in the elevator, to adjust the center of
gravity closer to the columns. This gives you the best of both worlds, so you don't have to choose between symmetrical or asymmetrical. They are the true pioneers of the industry. Always a leader, always innovating, and always providing smart solutions to store owners satisfied cars. Learn more See Challenger VLE10
Lift Brochure View Challenger VLE10 Lift Manual View 2 Post Lift Comparison View Challenger Lift Guide Versymmetric Advantage Learn about the Challenger's innovative Versymmetric® technology, providing technicians with the versatility to lift vehicles both symmetrically and asymmetrically within the same service
bay. This unique technology used in our 2-post lifts greater efficiency and revenue potential. Why should you buy an ASEdeals Challenger lift? 1) Guaranteed lower prices - Listen, we monitor the prices of our competition. We know that we usually have the lowest price on most of our equipment most of the time.



Especially since we offer free shipping, while many others do not. In the unlikely event that you find any of our auto lifts advertised anywhere on the web for less, just tell us where you saw them, and we'll beat them. It's that simple. Our prices will not be exceeded! 2) One of the largest Challenger dealers -This means
you enjoy the benefit of our size. This not only allows us to offer the best prices available, if you have any warranty issues that you feel is not being addressed quickly enough, or to your satisfaction, we have the influence with the manufacturer to solve your problem immediately. 3) Years of experience - Many internet
companies have appeared in recent years, claiming to have all kinds of experience, and then when you dig a little deeper, you will discover that they have only existed for a few years. We've been loading car shop equipment for over 20 years. When you call and talk to us, you're not just getting a customer who doesn't
know anything about the product. We know these products better than most. Not only will you get answers to your questions, but we'll make sure you get the right elevator for your request. 4) Reputation - Right along with years of experience comes our reputation. Check out our reputation on all the various car enthusiast
forums out there, such as Garage Journal or Corvette Forum. You will find countless satisfied customers, praising not only our prices, but also our integrity, honesty and ability to help you choose the right product for your application. And then there are our hundreds of photos and satisfied customer testimonials to back it
up. We will gladly put our reputation against anyone's. You can see those testimonials here - The only way to get such customer feedback is because they've been dealing with us for 20 years, and they know they can trust us to treat the customer well, and that we know what we're doing. You can also take a look at
customer reviews at - you will see that we are a 5 star trader with over 500 customer reviews. That's the highest rating you can get. These are reviews obtained from Shopper Approved. They are an independent company of 3rd part, so we have no way of influencing these No way. We'll put our reputation against
anyone's. Click here for the customer two poles to lift images and testimonials With their wide body, short wheelbase, and relatively low pad distance with precise lifting points, special consideration should be made in lift models that can best accommodate the Toyota Supra. Click here for lifting recommendations from
Original Toyota Supra (.pdf) for special offers and savings
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